
their soul guiding the journey. After this, the 
witch must be silent in both speech and in 
thought so that their soul can be sent to her 
astral body or otherworld. It’s at this point 
that the witch can work with the souls of the 
dead to change fate. Naturally, with all forms 
of spirit work, the witch must be in a good 
frame of mind. If bad “crossing over” occurs, 
then a ritual is performed to help unravel the 
astral form and cease communication with the 
dead immediately. Lastly, any rituals that are 
performed are never looked backed on. This is 
true for many Slavic traditional superstitions, 
that one should never look back on the work 
they have done. This is because once you have 
completed a ritual (or even spellwork), looking 
back means that you did not complete the task 
and bad luck may follow. 

Some of the techniques of Slavic witchcraft 
include:

• Divination using coffee grounds, 
live coals, molten lead, casting beans, 
observing birds, using melted wax
• Direct fortune telling using the personal 
effects of others
• Drawing illness out of the body using a 
bowl of water, herbs, beeswax, and moon 
energy then transferring the illness to a 
stone
• Summoning water spirits to expose 
criminals or lost or stolen property
• Uncrossing spells using homeopathic 
magical power objects or rituals
• Defending against baneful magic using 
boiling water, or a corn husk, pumpkin, 
and water
• Developing relationships with house 
and yard spirits 
• Making of talismans with sacred 
drawings on eggs

Since Slavic witchcraft covers a major portion 
of Eastern and Western Europe, there are 
many deities. 

• Ziva, goddess of fertility
• Ozwiena, goddess of echoes
• Mokosh, goddess of women
• Mara, goddess of life, death, and 
rebirth
• Jarilo, god of the harvest
• Dazbog, god of wealth
• Perun, god of war
• Svarog, god of fire

There are so many wonderful aspects of 
Slavic witchcraft that you can weave into your 
spiritual practices. 
 
Here are some Slavic witchcraft workings 
from my Baba:

• To see if you are cursed, pour wax 
from a lighted white candle into water. 
If the wax begins to fan out into flat thin 
pieces, you have been cursed.
• To dream of fish means someone is 
pregnant.
• Whistling indoors is bad luck and 
brings the devil into your home.
• To avoid the evil eye, spit three times 
over your left shoulder.

Zehara Nachsah is a Voodoo practitioner, 
ceremonial magician, and modern-day 

necromancer based in Tucson, Arizona. She 
is currently studying forensic anthropology 
and makes one-of-a-kind ritual jewelry for 
all magical paths. Visit her website at www.

snakeandbone.com.


